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1. ISD Update 

ABS – CBN Enforcement Action against Shenzhen ISD production facility 

Neil Gane has spoken to Elisha Lawrence, Head of the Global Anti-Piracy and Content Security for ABS-CBN 

International, regarding the enforcement action against Shenzhen ISD production facility. Her team looked 

at the Filstream ISD service for about 8 months and identified a production facility in Shenzhen, China.  

 

After some on-site investigations using a Hong Kong investigation team, Elisha was able to put forward a 

case and approach law enforcement. This was one of the major challenges, as she had to find someone 

willing to take the referral. In December 2016, a local Shenzhen police unit decided to take on the referral 

and raids were performed on the distribution facility. Police found several hundred set-top-boxes (including 

pre-installed access to content from several CASBAA member companies) and servers that were presumed 

to perform authentication and EPG functions. Four Chinese males were arrested during this raid. The cases 

are still in the prosecution phase.  

 

Action Item: Neil will meet with Elisha again and discuss with her how CASBAA and our member companies 

can provide any assistance and maybe even work with her in future projects.  

 

UK IPO Consultation on ISDs 

The UK IPO has put out a consultation paper on ISDs in the form of a open ended inquiry. One of the 

questions asked was whether respondents have approached governments to raise awareness of this issue. 

Diane Hamer from BBC asked John Medeiros for CASBAA to put on record our experiences with pursing this 

issue with Asia Pacific governments for the past five years.   

 

Action Item: John Medeiros will prepare a response paper for UK IPO before April 7, 2017. The main 

message of this paper is to let the UK IPO know that current copyright laws are currently inadequate to deal 

with this problem.   

 

Status of Hong Kong and Singapore Enforcement Activities  

Hong Kong 

Several matters are on the table in Hong Kong    A) There is an effort to develop and implement an infringing 

website list in Hong Kong, lead by the HK Creative Industries Association. This group developed a process 

and website list which can serve as a reference for the advertising industry so that the ad industry can avoid 

putting their ads on infringing websites. Also, B)  Charges have finally been laid, more than 2 years after the 

raid in which Hong Kong Customs took on the Maige ISD syndicate, after complaints by TVB and PCCW.  ,  In 

2014, Customs raided two sites in HK where boxes were not only being sold, but there was an upload site for 

that network where content was being taken off the PCCW network. CASBAA has asked HK Customs to brief 

us on an update as to the precise nature of the charges, but they would only update us after the trial date 

has been set. 

 

Singapore 

CASBAA and SingTel partnered last week to initiate some outreach initiatives. A brochure was produced on 

the dangers of ISD boxes. SingTel arranged to have this distributed at the tech show at the Suntec exposition 

center, where a lot of ISD boxes were being sold.   (The event in question had government sponsorship.) 

Fernand Alberto asked whether CASBAA has been in touch with IMDA to stop trade show organizers from 

selling illicit streaming boxes. John Medeiros stated that CASBAA has indeed raised the matter on several 



 

occasions with IMDA, which has not been responsive.   He recommended member companies in Singapore 

should be letting IMDA know that selling of ISDs is damaging their business.  Neil Gane also suggested that 

the CASBAA committee members can work with key IT event organizers to ensure vendors are not selling 

these products, as they are easier to approach.  

 

Action Item: Brainstorm different approaches to IMDA or other significant groups in order to bring up this 

topic for discussion again with them.  

 

2. Update on Indian Copyright Case 

India has for 15 years had strict regulations on pricing. In recent months, TRAI have launched a new 

consultation process to come up with a new tariff order which will further restrict the ability for contract 

providers to negotiate fair prices for distribution of their channels.   The regs would require pricing of all 

channels on an a la carte basis, among other provisions.  Some Indian broadcasters have filed lawsuits in 

court, contending these regulatory edicts are in conflict with the rights of content owners under the 

Copyright Act.   The case is under consideration by the Madras High Court, and the result could be quite 

significant. 

  

3. Vietnam Content Alliance 

During a meeting between VCA and Nguyen Thanh Lam, Director General of ABEI, that regulatory agency 

had agreed to review the infringing website list produced by VCA.  Lam stated that his team would review 

the license of these websites and will consider proper actions against any unauthorized content on the web. 

ABEI action could be very useful in sending a message to advertisement agencies, warning them not to put 

ads on infringing websites. Sites on the IWL will also be reviewed by Verisite,  to give a pre and post analysis 

and determine if actions by the ad industry result in a decline of ads on pirate sites in the next few weeks. 

They will also be looking to see whether these sites contain embedded malware. These findings will be 

presented during a VCA workshop that will take place in June to promote the IWL approach.  

 

The second focus of VCA is an ISP roundtable meeting scheduled to take place during mid-April. There was a 

meeting last year with FPT Telecom on figuring how to put together a takedown mechanism for infringing 

sites hosted on FPT’s telecom network. However, because of circular seven, ISPs would need approval from 

MIC before they are able to terminate account subscribers. This meeting will promote minor amendments 

to Circular Seven, which could be described in a concept paper that will be distributed to major ISPs. 

Hopefully, ISPs would agree on one-on-one meetings with VCA for pointed private discussions of problem 

areas. 

 

4. May CASBAA Roundtables – Jakarta (Regulatory Policy, May 16/17) and Singapore (IP Protection in 

the UK, May 18) 

Jakarta 

KPI has agreed to co-sponsor a policy roundtable in Jakarta. This will be a small roundtable that will include 

officials from KPI, the communications ministry, and members of the Parliament. John Medeiros has found 

an international speaker, Tim Suter, former head of Ofcom in the UK. He will be the only high power speaker 

while the rest of the speakers will be from CASBAA’s committee members.   [Note;  After the meeting, KPI 

requested that the roundtable be held on May 17 instead of May 16.] 

 



 

Action Item: Form a brainstorming group to create an agenda/program for the roundtable. Matt Kurlanzik 

and Jenny Wong have volunteered to help out with John.  

 

Singapore 

John and Jessica Deery have been working together to try and have Tim Suter come to Singapore. Tim has 

tentatively agreed to have host a in-house seminar with Singapore government officials on UK copyright 

developments, including development of copyright law and copyright enforcement. This will likely include 

IPOS, IMDA and MinLaw. A second event to be organized with the IP Academy could be tailored to those 

within the legal profession, and essentially be open to the public.  

 

5. Thailand OTT Report 

John Medeiros distributed to the committee the partially translated OTT report produced by Time 
Consulting that advises NBTC to regulate and license OTT TV. The Final Report on ‘Competition Regulation 
on OTT TV’ (Over the Top Television) covers the understanding of the project, study guidelines, 
methodology, study of comparative OTT TV markets, impact of OTT TV, regulatory environment in foreign 
countries (International Study), analysis of the Thai market, summary of findings of focus group, response 
from capacity building of NBTC personnel, resulting in the final recommendations and regulatory impact 
analysis. 
 

 

6. AOB 

Andrew Marshall has left Disney, and the Committee needs a co-chair in Singapore. SeowSi Chin proposed 

Jessica Deery as the new committee co-chair. Jessica accepted and was chosen by acclamation.    

 

The next meeting will take place (again, at Discovery Networks in Singapore) on Tuesday, May 23. 

 

Meeting adjourned 

  


